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Wind energy has grown rapidly as an energy generation 
technology around the world and within Canada. First 
installed at scale in Denmark and California barely 

30 years ago1, 13,600 MW of modern wind turbines were in 
operation worldwide by 20002, generating twice as much electricity 
annually as BC’s huge W.A.C. Bennett dam3. Since then, wind energy 
has continued to grow rapidly – at the start of 2011, there was fully 
197,000 MW of installed wind energy capacity around the world, 
supplying two per cent of the world’s total electricity demand4.  
In 2009, more wind power was built in Europe than any other 
electricity generation technology, and during 2005-2009 US 
installations of wind power were second only to natural gas 
generation5. This year, wind turbines globally are expected to 
produce as much as all of Canada’s hydroelectric and nuclear 
generation plants combined6. 

The Global Wind Energy Council notes that: 

Commercial wind farms now operate in close to 80 coun-
tries, and present many benefits for both developed and 
developing countries: increased energy security; stable 
power prices; economic development which both attracts 
investment and creates jobs; reduced dependence on 
imported fuels; improved air quality; and, of course, CO
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emissions reductions. Each of these factors is a driver  
in different measure in different locations, but in an 
increasing number of countries they combine to make 
wind power the generation technology of choice7. 

Wind energy has grown by leaps and bounds in Canada as well.  
From less than 200 MW installed at the end of 2001, Canada had over 
4,600 MW of installed wind energy capacity in operation by the end 
of 2010. CanWEA expects that by the close of 2011 approximately 
5,300 MW of wind energy capacity will be installed in Canada – 
enough to power more than 1.5 million Canadian homes8. 

Wind energy has had a slow start in British Columbia. In November 
2009, with the opening of the 102 MW Bear Mountain Wind Park 
(near Dawson Creek), BC became the last province in Canada to see 
the construction of a utility-scale wind energy project. As of 2011, BC 
has almost 250 MW of installed capacity in the province, producing 
just over one per cent of the province’s electricity requirements9. 
This ranks British Columbia sixth in Canada, behind Ontario, 
Quebec, Alberta, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Fortunately, there is more wind power to come. Wind energy captured 
almost half of the total gigawatt-hours (GWh) contracted in BC 
Hydro’s competitive 2008 Call For Power process. Six wind power 
projects totaling 534 MW of installed capacity are now under active 
development for completion by 2014. Beyond this, 156 MW of 
expansion capacity could be added to existing wind energy projects.  
In total, wind energy from these projects could supply over 2,300 GWh 
of electricity into the grid by 2015, providing almost five per cent of BC 
Hydro’s present-day electricity demand10. 

But this current development barely hints at the potential for wind 
energy in British Columbia. CanWEA’s WindVision for BC identifies 
a 5,250 MW wind energy opportunity by 2025 that arises from British 
Columbia’s extensive wind resources, the flexibility of its existing 
electricity system, and the tremendous new demand for electricity 
that comes about as the province works to reduce its greenhouse 
gas emissions.
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British Columbia is a land rich in natural resources – resources that the people of BC have always depended upon  
for prosperity. Citizens want the development of shared resources to benefit communities, and for the province’s 
economy to be founded on sustainable industries that provide these benefits over the long term.

British Columbians have a proud entrepreneurial spirit and a willingness to pioneer new approaches to established problems.  
The people of the province support innovative approaches, hard work, and perseverance.

British Columbians have benefited greatly from the forward-looking infrastructure investments of previous generations, and desire  
an energy system that is low-impact, high benefit, and as low-cost as possible. 

Finally, British Columbians desire energy security. The province needs a resilient energy system that protects against the energy 
shortages that could arise from the vagaries of fossil fuel supply, weather and climate, and the cost spikes that occur in the market 
when these shortages occur. Having a reliable and affordable supply of electricity in times of regional scarcity is critical to BC’s 
economic health. 

CanWEA’s WindVision for BC reflects and advances these values.

Our current age faces not only the challenge of a rapidly rising demand for energy, but the imperative to slash greenhouse gas 
emissions, even while keeping costs as low as possible. But BC has the great fortune of excellent and extensive wind resources, and 
a priceless inheritance in its hydroelectric grid, capable of integrating many thousands of megawatts of wind power. Because of 
wind power’s unmatched ability to meet the multiple challenges now facing BC, CanWEA calls for 5,250 MW of renewable, 
cost-competitive and low-impact wind energy capacity to be installed in British Columbia by 2025. This homegrown 
wind energy will generate jobs and economic benefits for British Columbians, greatly lower the greenhouse gas emissions of the 
province’s expanding economy, and provide reliable power for over 17 per cent of BC’s total electricity requirements12. 

Bear Mountain Wind Park, Dawson Creek, BC
© Don Pettit photo, Peace photoGraphics
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BC’s CUrrent energy 
systeM: inCreAsing 
deMAnds 
British Columbians have an extraordinary hydroelectric-based 
electricity grid that they can be justly proud of, but the province’s 
overall energy system has room for improvement. 

BC’s electricity generation system is based almost entirely on 
hydroelectricity, and has remarkably low emissions of greenhouse 
gases (GHGs). While the provincial government requires that BC 
Hydro produce at least 93 per cent of its electricity from clean or 
renewable sources – a benchmark almost three times higher than 
California’s celebrated renewable portfolio standard for 202013 – BC’s 
policy merely prevents any reduction in the proportion of zero- 
emission electricity already on the grid. The current system faces 
challenges, primarily that British Columbia’s existing infrastructure 
is now aging and requires significant reinvestment. Moreover, too 
much of the province remains beyond the BC grid, including Fort 
Nelson, where BC’s biggest resource industry boom in decades is 
now underway. 

BC is quite ordinary in terms of its other energy use, and provincial 
greenhouse gas emissions have continued to increase as the 
population and economy has grown. The province’s aggressive 
legislated greenhouse-gas emissions targets14 will not be achieved 
without taking additional action to reduce emissions from energy  
use in BC.

Addressing BC’s Cost 
CHALLenge
British Columbia’s heritage large hydroelectric dams have served  
BC well over the past decades, but the decades-long period in which 
BC’s electricity prices were extremely inexpensive is now at an end. In 
the 25 years since the completion of the last dam in the “Two Rivers” 
strategy, BC’s population and energy use have continued to grow 
steadily so that BC no longer has an electricity surplus15. 

The cost of new electricity supply will be substantially higher than the 
prices British Columbians have been used to paying for their heritage 
supply, regardless of what technology is employed. Power from the 
proposed Site C hydroelectric project will be generated at a cost  
of $87-$95/ MWh, almost twice the cost of power produced today 
from BC Hydro’s existing dams16. The cost of electricity from existing 
heritage generation and transmission resources will also become 
more expensive in future, as they require maintenance and reinvest-
ment. (Indeed, BC’s heritage generation has always been more 
costly than usually acknowledged, once the damage to downstream 
habitat, and the flooded forests, farmlands and communities that 
their construction entailed is accounted for.17) 

Efficient use of energy resources makes “new” electricity available 
for other uses, and BC’s Clean Energy Act calls on BC Hydro  
to reduce expected new electricity demand to 2020 by at least 
66 per cent18. However, even if BC Hydro meets its upper-end target  
of 79 per cent19, efficiency and conservation will not do away with the 
need for new generation. 

Wind poWer And BC’s off-grid CoMMUnities
Many of BC’s small off-grid communities depend entirely on expensive and polluting diesel generators to 
meet their electricity needs. While electricity is provided at on-grid rates, the cost of production in some First 
Nations communities can be as high as 50 cents per kWh, while reliability can be very poor20. In locations 
with good wind resources, wind turbines integrated with the diesel generator using a hybrid control system 
can meet 30 per cent or more of the community’s electricity demand at substantially lower cost21. 
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Looking
forWArd
taken on its own, the demand forecast that BC Hydro 

prepared in 2010 indicates that the overall increase in 
electricity demand to 2025 will be a modest 4,400 GWh,  

if the utility is successful in meeting its demand-side management 
targets22. However, a remarkable surge in new industrial activity  
is coming to BC over the next 15 years, most conspicuously  
in increased production of natural gas from shale deposits in 
Northeastern BC, the export of liquefied natural gas, new mining 
activity, and the development of alternative transportation fuel 
synthesis plants. This new industrial demand – which must be 
electrified to the fullest extent possible if we are to have any hope  
of achieving BC’s legislated greenhouse gas reduction targets –  

is conservatively projected by CanWEA to total 17,300 GWh by 
202523. In addition to this, electrification in the transport and space 
heating sectors is reasonably projected to add a further 1,900 GWh  
to this total24. Adding these sums to BC Hydro’s own baseline 
projection of demand growth, we find that BC will need an 
additional 23,600 GWh of electricity production to 
meet domestic demand for electricity in 2025. This 
active approach to electrification is projected to reduce the 
province’s greenhouse gas emissions by millions of tonnes each  
year relative to a business-as-usual future.

projeCtion of BC’s eLeCtriCity sHortfALL By 2025 Additional GWh in 2025

Factors that will 
increase demand

New Consumer Demand projected by BC Hydro 16,400

Decrease in Generation Supply (Firm Supply) projected by BC Hydro 1,000

Other projected industrial demand increases

19,200

Shale gas extraction 
Liquefied Natural Gas Infrastructure
Additional mining activity 
Alternative transportation fuels 
Electrification of transportation and space heating

5,400
6,500
1,200
4,200
1,900

Factors that will 
decrease demand

Demand decrease due to demand-side management (efficiency and conservation)  
projected by BC Hydro

-13,000

Total Projected 
Electricity Supply  
Gap (Shortfall)

23,600

Beyond this, an additional 6,600 GWh of clean, firmed and shaped zero-emission wind energy could be profitably exported to California and Alberta25, raising 
the potential new generation total to 30,200 GWh in 2025.

In sum, BC is going to need much more electricity in the future, and far sooner than 
expected. A lot of this new electricity can – and should – be powered by the wind.
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tHe AdVAntAges of 
Wind energy
Wind energy can provide significant local and province-

wide social and economic benefits to British Columbians, 
all while generating electricity with lower overall impacts 

than any other cost-competitive technology. 

Cost-CoMpetitiVe 
generAtion
Wind energy is now one of the world’s most cost-effective means  
of generating new electricity. The cost of wind turbines has come 
down dramatically over the past 30 years as the technology has 
matured, even as the cost of building new coal, hydro and nuclear 
plants has steadily increased. For a number of years now, wind 
energy projects at good sites have proven themselves to be 
cost-competitive with conventional generation. Once a wind 
energy project is built, the cost of generating power stays pretty 
much fixed over the life of the project; there are never any fuel 
costs to worry about because there is an infinite supply of wind 
that is absolutely free. Global wind energy production now 
provides two per cent of the world’s electricity – equivalent to the 
total demand for electricity in Canada – and is forecasted to meet as 
much as one-tenth of the world’s total electricity demand in 2020. 

CoMMUnity Benefits
Wind energy projects are a cost-competitive source of new power 
generation that also offer substantial benefits to the communities 
where they are constructed. Wind energy development can help 
benefit communities in BC by diversifying rural and First Nation 
economies and providing new sources of revenue to boost local 
business and provide community services.

Effective and meaningful community and stakeholder engage-
ment is fundamental to the success of a wind energy project. 

CanWEA’s Best Practices in Community Engagement and Public 
Consultation guides the industry in its continued effort to improve 
and strengthen practices as interest in wind energy development 
grows across Canada.

LoW enVironMentAL 
iMpACts
The environmental footprint of a wind energy project is extremely 
modest, particularly when compared to conventional electricity 
sources. The production of wind energy does not require the 
consumption or diversion of water. Wind turbines emit no common 
air contaminants, and produce zero toxic wastes. The energy  
it takes to mine, manufacture, erect, operate and eventually 
decommission a wind turbine is recouped in clean electricity 
within the first 9 to 15 months of its 20 to 25 years of productive 
life26. 95-98 per cent of the area within a wind energy project  
can be used as it was before the development of the wind energy 
project – for grazing, for growing crops, or as natural habitat27. 

When new wind energy projects are proposed, issues are 
sometimes raised over potential impacts on wildlife, visual 
impact, or noise pollution. These concerns are thoroughly 
evaluated and addressed through an extensive environmental 
assessment process. In many cases, potential impacts can be 
prevented from occurring through careful siting of the wind 
energy project and its wind turbines, or through adaptive 
management practices28. Not all sites are suitable for wind 
development: in those locations where impacts cannot be 
substantially mitigated at affordable cost, project developers 
usually abandon the project rather than proceed in the face  
of rejection by regulatory agencies. 

Benefits to off-grid CoMMUnities
Hybrid wind-diesel systems can provide multiple benefits to off-grid communities beyond reduced costs, 
including reliability, a reduced risk of local pollution risks from diesel spills, and improved air quality. The new 
generation system can provide local job opportunities. Moreover, the use of local resources is a tangible 
means by which communities can begin to determine their own future and move towards self-sufficiency.
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BC’s Wind energy 
AdVAntAge
B ritish Columbia is better suited than most places on 

Earth for the large-scale development of wind energy. 
The province has extensive cost-competitive wind 

resources, as well as the ability to use its large hydro reservoirs to 
easily and inexpensively integrate many thousands of megawatts  
of new wind energy capacity. Best of all, by actively working 
towards a hybrid large hydro and wind energy future, BC can 
create a system that is more resilient and better matched to 
future electricity demands than the current system.

BC HAs extensiVe  
Wind resoUrCes
Wind project developers in BC have discovered high quality wind 
resources in many different regions of BC29. In 2010, a BC Hydro 
study estimated that there is 16,425 MW of onshore wind energy 
potential in the province, capable of generating almost 39,000 GWh 
of electricity annually30. Because the study focused only on onshore 
areas currently under active development by wind companies, the 
real onshore potential for BC is likely to be even higher than this. 
The study also estimated total offshore wind energy resources to  
be 59,000 GWh31. By comparison, BC Hydro’s own large hydro 
facilities generate between 42,000 and 52,000 GWh per year32. 

BC Wind is Cost-
CoMpetitiVe
Wind energy projects captured 47 per cent of the total amount of 
contracts awarded (by GWh) in BC Hydro’s competitive Call for 
Power process in 2008-201037. BC Hydro’s 2010 Resource Options 
Report found that 5,000 GWh of potential wind energy develop-
ments in the province could be produced at an average sale price 
of less than $105 per MW, 10,000 GWh for less than $114, 20,000 GWh 
for less than $130 and 30,000 GWh for less than $14238. Remarkably, 
this assessment appears to significantly overestimate the average 
cost of these resources in 2011: 

•	 The study modeled the production at each site with the 
same turbine. In reality developers assess a wide range of 
turbines and install the machine best able to capture the 
energy from the specific wind conditions at their project 
site, Within BC, this choice has been found to affect 
electricity production levels by as much as 20 per cent39. 

BC’s offsHore Wind resoUrCes
In addition to its onshore wind, BC has tremendous offshore wind resources. Offshore wind production is 
already underway in Europe, where almost 3,000 MW were in operation at the start of 201133. China also 
has offshore wind energy production – the country’s first project began generating power in 201034. Within 
BC itself, there has been extensive work to develop a very large wind energy project in Hecate Strait in 
partnership with the Haida First Nation35. While BC Hydro’s Resource Options Report indicates that offshore 
wind resources are not yet competitive with onshore sites, and no electricity purchase agreement (EPA) has 
yet been issued for an offshore wind energy project in BC, the cost of offshore wind generation is expected 
to fall sharply in the future as this technology matures36. 
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•	 Since the data for BC Hydro’s assessment was obtained, new 
wind turbine technology has further increased productivity. 
Taller towers now help capture stronger wind flows higher in 
the atmosphere. Larger rotors and improved blade control 
technology are improving energy capture at lower wind speed 
sites, while the use of direct drive and permanent magnet 
technology is also improving overall turbine efficiency40. 

•	 The cost of turbines in 2011 has fallen an estimated 
20 per cent since 200941. While turbine prices can be expected  
to fluctuate in reaction to short-term supply and demand 
drivers, prices are widely expected to continue to slowly 
decline over the long term.

•	 BC Hydro’s cost calculations assume that the Renewable 
Energy Credits (or RECs), which represent the environmental 
attributes generated by wind turbines, have zero value. In 
reality, these RECs have significant value which should be 
subtracted from the average cost of the bundled resources42. 

Wind energy inCreAses 
resiLienCy
BC is dependent on hydroelectric generation – perhaps too 
dependent. The late spring and summer freshet combined with 
must-run requirements at other facilities obliges BC Hydro to 
generate large amounts of electricity when domestic demand is  
at its lowest, and to hoard water in many other months in order  
to meet winter peak demands. This raises concerns when there  
is real uncertainty about next year’s weather patterns – and the 
impacts that climate change will have on long-term trends. 
Pursuing the development of BC’s wind potential, while also 
reinvesting in the province’s existing hydroelectric resources  
to ensure their continued performance, is a crucial means of 
diversifying British Columbia’s electricity production portfolio.

Wind MAtCHes BC’s 
eLeCtriCity deMAnd
Installing wind doesn’t just diversify BC’s hydro system – it almost 
perfectly complements it. Demand for electricity in BC peaks 
during the winter, when there is strong heating and lighting load, 
and tapers off in the spring and summer43. BC gets its strongest 
winds in the winter months, peaking in the freezing months of 
December and January, just when streamflows are at their lowest. 
Conversely, winds blow least powerfully in the late spring and 
early summer when hydroelectric production is at its peak44. Wind 
energy generation will greatly reduce the drain from BC Hydro’s 
fixed reservoir capacity during the winter and spring months, 
and enable existing facilities to serve a large and growing 
population well into the future. 

Eye of the Wind Turbine, Vancouver, BC
Courtesy of Grouse Mountain Resorts Ltd.
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BC Hydro CAn integrAte 
6,000 MW of Wind By 2025
A recent BC Hydro study found that the province’s electricity grid 
could integrate 3,000 MW of wind energy in 2007 at zero risk for  
a single hour of wind power curtailment45. Boosting the amount  
of wind capacity to 4,000 MW would only add a slight risk of 
curtailment46, one that wind projects could accommodate provided 
that clear market rules for this situation were developed in advance, 
and factored into electricity purchase agreements. By 2025, existing 
plans to install additional capacity-only units at existing dams and  
to build the new Site C dam should enable over 6,000 MW of wind  
to be added to the BC Hydro grid with no additional backup 
generation required47. This 6,000 MW total is sufficient to 
cover CanWEA’s projected build-out of wind to meet British 
Columbia’s domestic electricity demand to 2025. 

Assuming that there is 23,600 GWh of new electricity demand in 
BC to 2025, that Site C is built, and that wind energy captures 
70 per cent of the remaining demand (in line with BC Hydro’s 
own findings), CanWEA’s WindVision for BC has 5,250 MW 
of wind energy installed capacity by 2025, providing  
17 per cent of BC’s total demand for electricity48, while reducing 
the province’s GHG emissions by millions of tonnes. 

If we additionally choose to pursue profitable export opportunities 
in Alberta and California, the market in BC could support a total 
installed wind energy capacity of 7,450 MW49 – although more 
wind integration capacity would be required to achieve this total.

The result will be a hybrid wind-hydro electrical system better suited 
to the needs of the province than the one in place today, capable of 
generating large amounts of reliable, cost-competitive, low-impact 
power for British Columbians for many decades to come. 

The WindVision respects the long-standing energy objectives  
of British Columbians: to ensure access to adequate supplies of 
reliable energy at the lowest achievable cost, to build a strong 
economy through vision and initiative, to support our communi-
ties and to protect our environment.

© Don Pettit photo, Peace photoGraphics
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eConoMiC Benefits
of tHe WindVision for BC 

in addition to cost-competitive, low-impact renewable energy, 
implementation of the WindVision for BC will also generate 
jobs, investment and revenues for British Columbia.

joBs And inVestMent
Wind energy development provides direct employment benefits from 
start to finish. Project development work creates long-term technical 
and professional jobs for British Columbians. The construction phase 
brings large numbers of direct and indirect jobs to nearby communi-
ties. After completion, operational wind energy projects require 
on-site operations and maintenance staff, generating high-value 
long-term jobs. 

The fulfillment of the WindVision for BC is estimated to result in 
$16 billion dollars of investment, and over $3.7 billion dollars  
of direct benefits to BC during the construction phase alone50. 
Implementing the WindVision would generate an estimated 
22,500 person-years of employment during construction, and 
7,500 person-years of employment over the 20 to 25 year 
operations and maintenance phase of the resulting wind energy 
projects51. If these wind energy projects were repowered with new 
turbines at the end of their operational lifetime, additional 
construction and operations jobs would result from this reinvest-
ment of capital.

Many First Nations, with aboriginal rights and title to the Crown 
Lands where almost all wind energy development in BC takes 
place, are strongly supportive of wind energy project develop-
ment, and see these partnerships as an important mechanism  
by which the local communities can share the benefits of wind 
energy development52. 

“Wind integrAtion” 
profits 
BC Hydro levies a $10 per MWh charge on wind energy, the 
proceeds of which go to BC Hydro and the provincial govern-
ment53. Assuming that actual wind integration costs consume  
as much as half of this revenue54, implementation of the BC 
WindVision would generate almost $73 million in income for  
BC Hydro each year55. 

These figures for jobs, investment and revenues to government are 
intentionally conservative, since they exclude the economic and 
employment benefits that could accompany the manufacturing  
of wind turbines or the 8,000 components within. At present,  
BC’s wind industry is too small to capture these economic 
benefits. However, the size of the WindVision target is more than 
sufficient to support the development of wind-related manufactur-
ing capacity within BC itself. If the provincial government uses 
implementation of the BC WindVision as a basis from which to 
aggressively pursue the opportunity to establish wind energy 
manufacturing within British Columbia, the direct economic 
benefits of wind project development noted above could increase 
by over 50 per cent, while employment benefits might double56. 

BC’s sMALL Wind MAnUfACtUring And sALes seCtor
BC is home to Endurance Wind Power, which manufactures 5kW and 50kW small wind turbines at its factory in 
Surrey, BC. TWN Wind Power Inc. – a company owned and operated by the Tseil Waututh First Nation of North 
Vancouver – distributes Endurance turbines to aboriginal communities throughout North America57.
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the scale of wind development coming to BC provides 
government with a great opportunity to optimize the 
economic benefits of wind energy for the province. 

Long-term commitments to the province’s existing clean energy 
policies, acknowledgement of the big increase in energy demand 
now facing BC, and a recognition of wind’s critical role in meeting 
the province’s growing energy gap are key means by which 
government can encourage the development of wind energy 
manufacturing within British Columbia and support the develop-
ment of a highly-skilled wind sector construction workforce based  
in BC. To make this WindVision for BC a reality, CanWEA recom-
mends that the provincial government act decisively to:

MAintAin BC’s LeAdersHip on 
CLiMAte And CLeAn energy
Now is the time to strengthen BC’s extraordinary hydro-based 
power system with greater amounts of wind energy. With more 
wind energy, BC can take stronger action against greenhouse gas 
emissions and demonstrate to the world that the province is a 
leader in sustainable energy production. To achieve this, electricity 
prices need to reflect the environmental and health impacts 
associated with the different ways of producing power. This should 
be accomplished by:

•	 Maintaining BC’s 93 per cent clean or renewable 
requirement;

•	 Ensuring BC generates sufficient electricity to meet 
domestic demand; and

•	 Continuing to increase the cost of carbon after 2012. 

MAxiMize eLeCtrifiCAtion
Increased electrification of the economy is already starting to 
happen. Electrification is the most efficient choice for the 
province’s new industrial loads because of its low impacts, its 
superior energy efficiency and because of the long term cost 
savings to energy users that electrification will provide. The BC 
Government must accelerate the existing trend to electrification, 
particularly with regard to large new industrial facilities where 
business-as-usual practice will produce large increases in the 
province’s greenhouse gas emissions. Wind energy will be essential  
to keeping electric supply growth in step with demand. 

BUiLd trAnsMission  
pro-ACtiVeLy to BC’s  
Wind resoUrCe regions
CanWEA calls on the provincial government and BC Hydro to 
prioritize the development of transmission infrastructure that 
supports the electrification of new industrial loads, accesses 
low-impact high-energy wind resources, and helps integrate this 
wind power into the provincial grid. Accelerated development of 
the proposed Northeast Transmission Line to Fort Nelson and the 
Horn River Basin, which can pass through some of the province’s 
best wind energy resources, would create large benefits on all of 
these counts. Government should also encourage wind-diesel 
hybrid systems where appropriate in BC’s remaining small 
off-grid communities.

expAnd BC Hydro’s Wind 
integrAtion LiMit
As BC Hydro continues to expand its hydro generating facilities,  
the amount of wind power that can be immediately integrated  
into the system will also rise. Today, BC Hydro could integrate 
4,500 MW of wind power with zero risk, and this limit will grow  
to 6,000 MW by 2025. The government and BC Hydro should 
start assessing additional opportunities now in order to  
integrate additional wind capacity in the long-term future. 

expAnd interConneCtions  
to BC’s export MArkets
There are long-term opportunities for British Columbia to 
expand profitable exports of wind power and hydro electricity to 
Alberta and California, resulting in substantial economic benefits 
for British Columbians – but this potential will only be realized 
through sustained effort by the provincial government. 

BUiLding BC’s eLeCtriCity 
fUtUre
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iMpLeMent trAnspArent, 
freqUent And regULAr 
proCUreMent proCesses
One of the strengths of wind energy is that it can be deployed at 
varying scales by a great variety of potential project developers. 
Competitive tendering processes are technically challenging and 
expensive for bidders. Tenders processes that lack transparency  
on evaluation criteria as well as timing and frequency unneces-
sarily increase costs and attrition rates, while undermining 
public trust. CanWEA calls on BC Hydro to hold regular calls  
for power that are timely and have clear evaluation criterion. 
Additionally, the Standing Offer Program should be reformed  
to be viable for wind projects.

optiMize perMitting 
And ApproVAL proCesses 
to ensUre LoW-iMpACt 
deVeLopMent At LoW Cost
While current permitting processes help ensure the low-impact 
development of wind projects, they can also be needlessly 
complex and uncertain. There is often significant duplication 
and overlap between processes, and requirements and timelines 
are often unclear. These problems are compounded by a lack of 
dedicated government resources: there simply aren’t enough 
people working on approvals and permits to handle the interest  
in new wind energy development in BC. CanWEA calls on the 
provincial government to ensure that efficient and effective 
review, permitting and approval of new wind power and 
renewable energy projects is a priority at all levels.

Bear Mountain Wind Park, Dawson Creek, BC
© Don Pettit photo, Peace photoGraphics
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ConCLUsion

While the development of wind power in BC has only just begun, the province has a remarkable set of advantages in 
its resources, its heritage hydroelectric assets, and not least, its people: British Columbians have long placed a high 
value on clean, low-impact – and low cost – electricity. 

CanWEA’s WindVision for BC recognizes these goals, while responding to the huge increase in electricity demand that 
is coming. Wind energy is abundant, cost-competitive and provides benefits to the economy, local communities and 
the environment. CanWEA’s WindVision for BC to have 5,250 MW of wind energy generation by 2025 is not only 
practical but will result in an electricity system even more suited to the needs and aspirations of a growing modern 
and responsible society.
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